Subcortical middle cerebral artery ischemia abolishes the digit flexion and closing used for grasping in rat skilled reaching.
That rats reach for and grasp a food item using a single paw has prompted their use in neurobiological studies of skilled movements and modeling neural injury including middle cerebral artery stroke. Although motor system lesions have been shown to disrupt various qualitative aspects of the transport of a limb to a food target and withdrawal of the limb with the food, no lesion has been found to abolish digit flexion for grasping. Here, rats received unilateral transient middle cerebral artery ischemia that was restricted mainly to subcortical tissue of the forebrain (caudate-putamen, globus pallidus, and associated fibers) or a sham operation. Both paws were later trained and evaluated on skilled reaching using a rating scale for digit use. Middle cerebral artery rats did not flex and close their digits to grasp food when using their contralateral-to-lesion limb. The grasp impairment was not due to a failure to learn the task as middle cerebral artery rats used the ipsilateral limb as successfully as control rats and they were reinforced for reaching by raking food into the reaching box using an open paw. The impairment was also not due to an inability to move the digits, as they were flexed and closed in other phases of the reach. The paradigm should prove useful for further studies of rehabilitation in relation to the idea that digit closure may be controlled by the joint action of a number of neural systems that converge in the basal ganglia.